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Press release 
 
LUCASLUCASLUCASLUCAS    ––––    International festival for young film loversInternational festival for young film loversInternational festival for young film loversInternational festival for young film lovers    
18th to 25th September 2016 in Frankfurt am Main 
Approaching the home stretch for the 39th edition  
 
Curated feature film programme aims for quality +++ Wider target group 
from four years old to over 18plus +++ Children and young adults shape the 
festival themselves +++ 28 feature films and one world premiere +++ 44 short 
and medium-length films with 26 German premieres +++ Films from 27 
countries    

 Frankfurt am Main 

16.09.2016 

 

At LUCAS – International festival for young film lovers (18th to 25th 
September 2016) there is much that is new in this year's 39th edition. 
Germany's oldest festival aimed at a young audience, organised since 1974 
by the Deutsches Filminstitut, Frankfurt am Main, has a new name and is 
turning to the significantly broader target group of four years of age to over 
eighteen. LUCAS offers a coordinated film programme for three age groups 
(4+, 8+ and 13+). There are four competitions: the 8+ and 13+ age groups will 
each award both a feature film prize and one for short to medium length 
films. Participation, always a strong point of the festival, will be expanded 
under the motto „Be Involved!“ Thus, children and young adults not only 
participate in all juries, as was already the case, they help design the festival 
and make it their own, in areas such as the selection of titles and the 
preparation of film discussions. 

The festival's Patron, Lord Mayor Peter Feldmann, who terms LUCAS „an 
understanding between peoples emanating from the cinema screen“ and 
praises the excellent cooperation with both children and teachers in schools, 
is particularly happy about this: „The city of Frankfurt decisively supports the 
Deutsches Filminstitut's outstanding work, of which LUCAS is without doubt 
one of the annual high points.“ The Deutsches Filminstitut's Director, Claudia 
Dillmann, concurs: „We understand our mission as to seduce people of all 
ages into experiencing film directly – including most especially the younger 
ones. Today we are arrested by moving images at every street corner, on the 
subway platforms and on our own smartphones. We see it as essential to 
give children as early as possible the tools that will help them to understand 
and deal with film as a medium and as an art form. That film unfolds its 
magic in the cinema, where it really belongs – to transmit that is one of our 
main missions. LUCAS, the oldest film festival in Germany for young people, 
plays a central role in that.“ 

The entire spectrum of film history determines the qualitatively ambitious 
feature film programme. Christine Kopf, to whose department for film 
education and film literacy the festival now belongs, and artistic director 
Cathy de Haan quite consciously set themselves apart from the focus on 
premieres that characterise other festivals: „We want to infect children and 
young adults with our enthusiasm for cinema“, they both agree. 

„That is why we will be showing films which we are convinced can arouse 
the curiosity and enthusiasm of the young target group.“ These can be 
classics of film history and, of course, not only films that are explicitly 
labelled as films for children and young adults. „We believe that adolescents 
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are interested in the entire range of international cinema.“ The premiere 
status is no longer a condition for participating in the festival: „Many 
wonderful international films do not find a German distributor – that means 
that anyone who does not attend the Berlinale or other festivals cannot see 
these films and we think that it is a pity,“ says de Haan, who is pleased with 
the international variety of the 16 feature films in competition, including 
RAUF (TR 2016, D: Bariş Kaya, Soner Caner), about a nine-year-old boy 
growing up in a civil war region of north-eastern Turkey. The film – just 

shortlisted for the European Film Prize – will be screened at the opening (to 
an invited audience) on Sunday, 18th September, and repeated as part of the 
regular programme on Monday, 19th September, at 11 a.m. in the CineStar 
Metropolis. Also shortlisted for the European Film Prize is SPARROWS 
(IS/DK/KR 2015, D: Rúnar Rúnarsson), which tells the story of the young 
Icelandic boy Ari, who grows up with his alcoholic father. Other notable 
competition films include SAIRAT (Wild, IN 2016, D: Nagraj Manjule), about a 
young couple that seeks freedom from the oppression of the Indian caste 
system, and the coming-of-age story A PEINE J’OUVRE LES YEUX (As I Open 
My Eyes, BE/FR/TN/AE 2015, D: Leyla Bouzid), about a young Tunisian 
musician who comes into conflict with the secret police. The LUCAS short 
film competition has been expanded into the „Competition for short and 
medium-length films“, with a total of 26 works. There is much to discover 
here, such as KONIGSDAG (King's Day, NL 2015, D: Steven Wouterlood), in 
which Kelvin and Younes, two boys who at first have little to say to each 
other, find that music connects them. In the film SLUSH ICE (DK 2016, D: 
Sören Grinderslev Hansen) it's all about football and in WATER BABY (IN 
2016, D: Pia Shah) the director shows how shy Melvin overcomes his fear of 
water.    

PrizesPrizesPrizesPrizes 

The juries, composed in equal parts of young film lovers and professionals 
from the field, award prizes in the 8+ and 13+ age groups for the best feature 
film (5,000 euros) and for the best short or medium-length film (2,000 euros). 
The SIR PETER USTINOV AWARD (2,000 euros) is also bestowed on an entry 
in the feature film category of the 13+ age group. In addition, there is an 

    
PricesPricesPricesPrices 
3.50 € for young film lovers from 
schools, kindergartens and day-
cares 
1.50 € for Frankfurt-Pass holders 
7.00 € for adults 
5.00 € reduced entrance fee for 
adults (students, pensioners, 
handicapped) 
10.00 € special double-feature price 
7.00 € reduced special price for 
double-features (students, 
pensioners, handicapped) 
Prices in Wiesbaden could differ 
slightly. 
 
Those accompanying a group of 
more than ten young film lovers 
are admitted free of charge (max. 
three people accompanying). 
On presentation of the CleverCard, 
purchasers of tickets at the box-
office will receive a reduction of 
one euro on the regular ticket price 
(except in Wiesbaden). 
 
Further information and booking Further information and booking Further information and booking Further information and booking 
advice at:advice at:advice at:advice at: 
info@lucas-filmfestival.de 
Tel.: 069 961 220 678  
069 961 220 674 
 
At www.lucaswww.lucaswww.lucaswww.lucas----filmfestival.defilmfestival.defilmfestival.defilmfestival.de you 
may find all information pertaining 
to the festival, its films and events, 
as well as current announcements. 
Tickets to the screenings are also 
available online. 
 
 
Festival centreFestival centreFestival centreFestival centre 
Deutsches Filmmuseum 
Schaumainkai 41, 60596 Frankfurt 
am Main 
U1, U2, U3, U8 / Station: Schweizer 
Platz 
U4, U5 / Station: Willy-Brandt-Platz 
Straßenbahn 14, 15, 16 / Station: 
Gartenstraße 
Bus 46 / Station: Untermainbrücke 
 
Screening venuesScreening venuesScreening venuesScreening venues 
Deutsches Filmmuseum cinema 
(Frankfurt) 
CineStar Metropolis (Frankfurt) 
CINEMA (Frankfurt) 
Caligari FilmBühne (Wiesbaden) 
Kino im Hafen 2 (Offenbach) 
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D: Bariş Kaya, Soner Caner) 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

unendowed Audience Award. A guest jury from ECFA (European Children's 
Film Association) will be present.     

ParticipationParticipationParticipationParticipation 

The encounters with film-makers from around the world continue to be a 
focal point at LUCAS. Children and young adults sometimes also take over 
the moderation and help to plan the proceedings. In the preliminary stages 
children from the Karmeliter and Weissfrauen schools, as well as the 
International Children's House (all of them located in Frankfurt's Railway 
Station quarter) and the Strothoff International School in Dreieich, have 
already engaged themselves with the subject of film in workshops 
supervised by LUCAS, made their own films or prepared film discussionsfilm discussionsfilm discussionsfilm discussions. 
LUCAS offers a great variety of further opportunities for adolescents to 
participate in the planning, says Cathy de Haan, who is already looking 
forward to the festival's awards ceremony. For it, young people at an 
intensive class together with the composers and musicians Eunice Martins 
and Laura Mello have developed an experimental film scoreexperimental film scoreexperimental film scoreexperimental film score and will be 
performing it live. 

A new section of LUCAS is YYYYoung European Cinephilesoung European Cinephilesoung European Cinephilesoung European Cinephiles: here young adults 
between the ages of 16 and 18 from all over Europe curate the programme 
themselves. The idea: two young adults each from Italy, France, Germany 
and the Netherlands programme a content-coordinated double-feature, 
screened on four LUCAS evenings, at 6:30 p.m. and at 9 p.m. This naturally 
also includes giving the justification for the selection, moderation and the 
introduction on the evening of the screening. Claudia Dillmann, Director of 
the Deutsches Filminstitut, is pleased that the cinematically initiated young 
people from the European partner institutions „look at the whole of film 
history in their selection and have also drawn on film classics for their 
programme.“ This includes the dystopian BRAZIL (GB 1985, D: Terry 
Gilliam), still topical 31 years after its premiere. 

For the youngest cinema patrons of the 4+ age group the festival brings to 
the screen prize-winning programmes of animated short films. Among them 
are films like MAA BAA (DE 2015), a film by Ahmad Saleh, a 2016 Student 
Oscar®  winner. 

Films from 27 countries will be presented in the internationally-oriented 
festival programme – with a choice of the original language version or 
German voice-over. Many film-makers from all over the world are looking 
forward to intensive discussions with the young audiences.  

A three-day international Conference and Innovation Lab, „Film, Escape Conference and Innovation Lab, „Film, Escape Conference and Innovation Lab, „Film, Escape Conference and Innovation Lab, „Film, Escape 
and Interculture“and Interculture“and Interculture“and Interculture“ is being held by the Deutsches Filminstitut and the Federal 
Agency for Civic Education (bpb) in coooperation with the Goethe-Institut 
alongside the festival from 21st to 23rd September 2016    
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The NameThe NameThe NameThe Name    
The name is the programme and so the changes the Deutsches Filminstitut 
has in store for its tradition-steeped LUCAS film festival are already 
announced in its new name. LUCAS is changing from a children's film 
festival to an International festival for young film lovers, thus reaching a 
considerably broader target group from four years of age to over 18. 
 
The TeamThe TeamThe TeamThe Team    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Behind the new name is a new team: now assigned to the Deutsches 
Filminstitut's department for Film Education and Film Literacy, led by 
Christine Kopf (second from left), Cathy de Haan (second from right) has 
taken over the festival's artistic direction; Gesine Götting (left) is responsible 
for festival management. The festival's participatory activities are in the 
hands of Marie Wolters (right). A committee of experts representing the film 
industry participated in the selection for the programme. 
 
Programme: Programme: Programme: Programme:     
MediumMediumMediumMedium----length films, film classicslength films, film classicslength films, film classicslength films, film classics 
Cooperation with DOK Leipzig and AG AnimationsfilmCooperation with DOK Leipzig and AG AnimationsfilmCooperation with DOK Leipzig and AG AnimationsfilmCooperation with DOK Leipzig and AG Animationsfilm    
Alongside the feature film competition – sub-divided into the two age groups 
of 8+ and 13+ – LUCAS still has a short film competition – expanded to 
include films of medium length (also in the 8+ and 13+ age groups). Film 
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classics, too, may be seen in the LUCAS programme – reflecting the 
conviction that children and youth are interested in the full range of film 
history. The short animation film programme „Colourful and Wild!“ will be 
presented as the first cooperation with DOK Leipzig and AG Animationsfilm. 
It is aimed at children from the age of 6. 
 
The 4+ to 18+ target groupThe 4+ to 18+ target groupThe 4+ to 18+ target groupThe 4+ to 18+ target group    
The target group has been significantly expanded. Young adults will 
henceforth be addressed as much as the smallest children, who are 
introduced to the cinema experience in the 4+ age group with short 
animation film programmes and workshops.  
 
Being involvedBeing involvedBeing involvedBeing involved    
The active participation of children and youth in a festival for them would 
seem to be indispensible. This had already been true for LUCAS in the past, 
with children and youth having long been taken for granted as jury 
members. Beyond that, LUCAS is now intensifying its work with schools, 
cultural centres and other facilities. In many participatory projects, young 
people deal with individual festival films in different ways, thus making the 
festival their own; they write texts, make their own films, conduct interviews, 
prepare moderation and film discussions (further information about the 
participatory projects in Frankfurt and Rhine-Main may be found in the 
festival newspaper on p. 16-17). On the European level the „Young European 
Cinephiles“ are getting involved with LUCAS. Each small group of young 
film lovers from the Netherlands, Italy, France and Germany have curated a 
double-feature for the festival's evening screenings. 
 
The Ustinov AwardThe Ustinov AwardThe Ustinov AwardThe Ustinov Award    
There had already been an award from the Ustinov Foundation; the prize 
money of 2.000 euros had been split into two awards for acting. From this 
year on the SIR PETER USTINOV AWARD will recognise an outstanding 
cinematic achievement and gives the jury the opportunity to single out other 
categories in addition to acting, such as artistically exceptional 
cinematography, scoring or screenwriting. The award will be made in the 
feature film competition, 13+ age group. 
 
New venueNew venueNew venueNew venue    
The Hafen 2 cinema in Offenbach 
 
Price savingsPrice savingsPrice savingsPrice savings    
Holders of the CleverCard for local public transport receive a price reduction 
of one euro from the normal price if they present their card at the Deutsches 
Filmmuseum cinema's box-office. 
    

    
    
PricesPricesPricesPrices 
3.50 € for young film lovers from 
schools, kindergartens and day-
cares 
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10.00 € special double-feature price 
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Prices in Wiesbaden could differ 
slightly. 
 
Those accompanying a group of 
more than ten young film lovers 
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three people accompanying). 
On presentation of the CleverCard, 
purchasers of tickets at the box-
office will receive a reduction of 
one euro on the regular ticket price 
(except in Wiesbaden). 
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LUCASLUCASLUCASLUCAS    ––––    International festival for young film loversInternational festival for young film loversInternational festival for young film loversInternational festival for young film lovers    
18th to 25th September 2016 in Frankfurt am Main    
FIGURES, DATES, FACTSFIGURES, DATES, FACTSFIGURES, DATES, FACTSFIGURES, DATES, FACTS  
    

 Frankfurt am Main 

16.09.2016 

 

Basic factsBasic factsBasic factsBasic facts 
39th edition (1st edition 1974) 
Oldest film festival for young audiences in Germany    
    
ProgrammeProgrammeProgrammeProgramme 
26 feature films, 16 of them in competition 
44 short and medium-length films  
1 world premiere (DAS LETZTE HALBE JAHR, DE 2016, D: Anna Wahle) 
26 German premieres in the short and medium-length film competition 
 
Competition and prizesCompetition and prizesCompetition and prizesCompetition and prizes 
Best feature film for the 8+ age group (5.000 €) 
Best feature film for the 13+ age group (5.000 €)  
Best short / medium-length film for the 8+ age group (2.000 €)  
Best short / medium-length film for the 13+ age group (2.000 €)  
SIR PETER USTINOV AWARD for outstanding cinematic achievement  
(2,000 €) 
Audience prize (unendowed)    
    
TeamTeamTeamTeam 
Dr. Cathy de Haan (Artistic direction) 
Christine Kopf (Director of film education and film literacy, Deutsches 
Filminstitut) 
Gesine Götting (Festival management) 
Marie Wolters (Coordination „Be Involved!“ projects)    
    
Selection committeeSelection committeeSelection committeeSelection committee (Festival newspaper, p. 5) 
Annette Friedmann, Author and director, Young German Film advisory board 
Dr. Martin Ganguly, Berlinale Generation school projects 
Pamela Fischer, Federal Youth and Film Association 
Dr. Ursula Vossen, Hesse Economy and Infrastructure bank    
    
Jury 8+Jury 8+Jury 8+Jury 8+  
Camilo Galinski-Inacio (Pupil, 13) 
Rosa Herlt (Pupil, 11)  
Lilli Weiser (Pupil, 12) 
Remke Oosterhuis („Fantastic Children's Film Festival“, Netherlands) 
Margret Schepers (Südwestrundfunk editor, Baden-Baden) 
Gudrun Sommer („doxs! Festival, documentary films for children and youth) 
 
Jury 13+Jury 13+Jury 13+Jury 13+  
Rümeysa Özcelik (Pupil, 18) 
Luana Pees (Pupil, 16) 
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Halima Tariq (Pupil, 14) 
Stina Ask Mikkelsen („Kristiansand International Children’s Film Festival”) 
Anis Ben Ahmed (FIFEJ – International Youth Film Festival Tunisia) 
Florian Deleporte („Studio des Ursulines“, Art house cinema for young 
audiences, Paris) 
 

Feature films in competition for the 8+ age grouFeature films in competition for the 8+ age grouFeature films in competition for the 8+ age grouFeature films in competition for the 8+ age groupppp        
ADAMA (F 2015, D: Simon Rouby) 
MUSSA (ISR 2015, D: Anat Goren) 
NOT WITHOUT US (D 2016, D: Sigrid Klausmann) 
OFFLINE – DAS LEBEN IST KEIN BONUSLEVEL (D 2014/2015, D: Florian 
Schnell) 
OTTAAL (IND 2014, D: Jayaraj Rajasekharan Nair) 
PHANTOM BOY (B/F 2015, D: Alain Gagnol, Jean-Loup Felicioli) 
RARA (ARG/CHI 2016, D: Pepa San Martín) 
RAUF (TRK 2016, D: Bariş Kaya, Soner Caner) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AND THE CIRCUS ARRIVED ... (ARM 2014, R: Guzh Tadevosyan) 
 

Short and mediumShort and mediumShort and mediumShort and medium----length films in competition for the 8+ age grouplength films in competition for the 8+ age grouplength films in competition for the 8+ age grouplength films in competition for the 8+ age group     
AND THE CIRCUS ARRIVED ... (ARM 2014, D: Guzh Tadevosyan) 
DER KLEINE LÖWE PUSTEWIND (D 2016, D: Jana Richtmeyer) 
DREAMSCOPE (USA/IND 2016, D: Anna Antonova) 
GALOPE (P 2015, D: Raquel Felgueiras) 
JUNK GIRL (IRN 2015, D: Mohammed Zare, Shalale Kheiri) 
KI (NL 2015, D: Meikeminne Clinckspoor) 
KLEINER HELD (D 2016, D: Andreas Volmari) 
KONIGSDAG (NL 2015, D: Steven Wouterlood) 
LOUIS (F 2014, D: Violaine Pasquet) 
MELANAM – CHILDREN OF RHYTHM (IND 2015, D: Ramachandran K) 
PIPOPINGVIINI (IR/FR 2015, D: Leevi Lemmetty) 
THE RED THUNDER (E/USA 2015, D: Alvaro Ron) 
TREASURE HUNT (J 2015, D: Takako Miyahira) 
WATERBABY (IND 2016, D: Pia Shah) 
YAADIKOONE (F 2016, D: Marc Picavez) 
ZVEZDA DAVID (UKR 2016, D: Eugene Koshin) 

    
    
PricesPricesPricesPrices 
3.50 € for young film lovers from 
schools, kindergartens and day-
cares 
1.50 € for Frankfurt-Pass holders 
7.00 € for adults 
5.00 € reduced entrance fee for 
adults (students, pensioners, 
handicapped) 
10.00 € special double-feature price 
7.00 € reduced special price for 
double-features (students, 
pensioners, handicapped) 
Prices in Wiesbaden could differ 
slightly. 
 
Those accompanying a group of 
more than ten young film lovers 
are admitted free of charge (max. 
three people accompanying). 
On presentation of the CleverCard, 
purchasers of tickets at the box-
office will receive a reduction of 
one euro on the regular ticket price 
(except in Wiesbaden). 
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069 961 220 674 
 
At www.lucaswww.lucaswww.lucaswww.lucas----filmfestival.defilmfestival.defilmfestival.defilmfestival.de you 
may find all information pertaining 
to the festival, its films and events, 
as well as current announcements. 
Tickets to the screenings are also 
available online. 
 
 
Festival centreFestival centreFestival centreFestival centre 
Deutsches Filmmuseum 
Schaumainkai 41, 60596 Frankfurt 
am Main 
U1, U2, U3, U8 / Station: Schweizer 
Platz 
U4, U5 / Station: Willy-Brandt-Platz 
Straßenbahn 14, 15, 16 / Station: 
Gartenstraße 
Bus 46 / Station: Untermainbrücke 
 
Screening venuesScreening venuesScreening venuesScreening venues 
Deutsches Filmmuseum cinema 
(Frankfurt) 
CineStar Metropolis (Frankfurt) 
CINEMA (Frankfurt) 
Caligari FilmBühne (Wiesbaden) 
Kino im Hafen 2 (Offenbach) 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Feature films in competition for the 13+ age groupFeature films in competition for the 13+ age groupFeature films in competition for the 13+ age groupFeature films in competition for the 13+ age group     
AMATEUR TEENS (CH 2015, D: Niklaus Hilber) 
À PEINE J’OUVRE LES YEUX (B/F/TUN/AE 2015, D: Leyla Bouzid) 
BOY 7 (NL 2015, D: Lourens Blok) 
DAS LETZTE HALBE JAHR (DE 2016, D: Anna Wahle) 
EL SOÑADOR (F/PER 2016, D: Adrián Saba) 
EXTRAORDINARY TALES (USA 2015, D: Raúl García) 
SAIRAT (IND 2016, D: Nagraj Manjule) 
SPARROWS (ISL/DK/KRO 2015, D: Rúnar Rúnarsson) 
 
Short and mediumShort and mediumShort and mediumShort and medium----length films in competition for the 13+ age grouplength films in competition for the 13+ age grouplength films in competition for the 13+ age grouplength films in competition for the 13+ age group    
(Festival newspaper, p. 13) 
DANSE MACABRE (B 2015, D: Michael van Ostade) 
DOVE L’ACQUA CON ALTRA ACQUA SI CONFONDE  
(I 2016, D: Gianluca Mangiasciutti, Massimo Loi) 
GAMLET. KOMEDIA. (R 2016, D: Eugeniy Fadeyev) 
HONEY AND OLD CHEESE (M/NL 2016, D: Yassine El Idrissi) 
OSKOLOK (R 2016, D: Dmitry Ivanov) 
SLUSH ICE (DK 2016, D: Søren Grinderslev Hansen) 
RODI (TK 2016, D: Emre Sert, Gözde Yetişkin) 
ORMAN (TRK 2015, D: Arif Onur Saylak, Doğu Yaşar Akal) 
KAMERALI ÇOCUK (TK 2016, D: Ibrahim Yeşilbaş) 
ZU KLEIN FÜR DIESE WELT (DE 2016, D: Keno Bültena) 
 
Partner schools and institutionsPartner schools and institutionsPartner schools and institutionsPartner schools and institutions 
Beckmann’s – School paper of the Max Beckmann School (Frankfurt-
Bockenheim) 
Erasmus School Offenbach 
Advanced educational supervision of the Karmeliter and Weissfrauen 
schools (Frankfurt am Main) 
Helene Lange School (Frankfurt-Höchst) 
IGS Herder (Frankfurt am Main) 
IGS Nordend (Frankfurt am Main) 
International Children's House (Frankfurt am Main) 
Schiller School (Offenbach) 
Strothoff International School (Dreieich) 
Wöhler School (Frankfurt am Main) 
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Conference and Innovation Lab oConference and Innovation Lab oConference and Innovation Lab oConference and Innovation Lab on the subjectn the subjectn the subjectn the subject    
„Film, Escape and „Film, Escape and „Film, Escape and „Film, Escape and Interculture“, 21st to 23rd September 2016Interculture“, 21st to 23rd September 2016Interculture“, 21st to 23rd September 2016Interculture“, 21st to 23rd September 2016    
in Frankfurt am Mainin Frankfurt am Mainin Frankfurt am Mainin Frankfurt am Main    
    

 Frankfurt am Main 

16.09.2016 

 

The Deutsches Filminstitut, in cooperation with the Bundeszentrale für 
Politische Bildung (Federal Agency for Civic Education)/bpb, is holding the 
Conference and Innovation Lab „Film, Escape and Interculture“ in Frankfurt 
am Main from the 21st to 23rd of September 2016. Both organising 
institutions are also working with the Goethe-Institut. The conference is part 
of LUCAS – International festival for young film lovers (18th to 25th 
September).  

The significant rise in the number of refugees in the last two years has led to 
many offers of assistance and integration all over the country. At short 
notice, the German film institutions, as well as numerous film-makers and 
film educators, conceived many projects, established fim clubs and packed 
film cases. Many films were made that dealt with subjects such as „escape“ 
or „homeland.“ It was demonstrated anew that film is a low-threshhold 
visual medium well suited to bringing people together, whether during 
production or in the cinema auditorium. The demands of cultural and 
educational policy made on those active in local cultural institutions to 
cooperate in meeting the challenges of integration grew in parallel to the 
events themselves. 

Film, Escape and Interculture invites those active in film literacy in Germany 
to take stock and cast a self-critical gaze back. What were the challenges that 
the projects and those organising them had to overcome? What is the 
situation in terms of experience in working with traumatised people on the 
part of the film educators? How does film education work in the absence of a 
common language? And, very important: how does one keep in mind the 
imbalance of power between project leaders and refugees, or, better still, 
suspend it? 

The opening film of the conference, LIFE ON THE BORDER (IQ/SY 2015), 
highly praised at the Berlinale, may be seen on Wednesday, 21st September 
at 4:30 p.m. in the Deutsches Filmmuseum's cinema. Followed by: Vanessa 
Aab in conversation with the young directors Basmeh Soleiman and Sami 
Hossein, as well as directing mentor Shaho Nemat, currently living as a 
refugee in the Rhine-Main area, after being threatened by Islamist groups 
subsequent to the filming. The opening lecture, entitled „International, open, 
creative, accessible... on false certainties and the necessity for programmatic 
Interculture“, will be held by migration researcher Mark Terkessidis on 
Thursday, 2 2nd September. The exchange of experiences and a critical 
stocktaking in various forums will be followed on Friday, 23rd September, by 
an Innovation Lab to establish a guideline for practice and jointly developing 
thoughts regarding the future prospects for intercultural film education. 

For the Bundeszentrale für Politische Bildung/bpb, the engagement with the 
causes of the refugee situation and the inclusive work with refugees have a 
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central significance in political artistic film work. Katrin Willmann, 
responsible for film in the bpb, is convinced that in this connection the 
Innovation Lab can provide a trailblazing impetus for film artists and media 
educators in Germany. 

Christine Kopf, head of the Deutsches Filminstitut's department for film 
education and film literacy, is happy that, thanks to the cooperation with the 
bpb, the aim of establishing LUCAS as an annual meeting point for those 
active internationally in film education is coming closer to becoming a 
reality. Speakers include Martin Ganguly (Berlinale Generation), Michael 
Jahn (Vision Kino), Irit Neidhardt (expert on Arabic cinema) and the Kino 
Asyl group, a film festival organised and curated by refugees. 

 

Conference registration is 50 euros / reduced 35 euros (this includes meals 
and accreditation to the LUCAS film festival). The conference languages are 
German and English. There are only limited places left! 

The conference languages are German and English. 

 

The complete programme and further information: 

lucas-filmfestival.de/zukunftswerkstatt/ 
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Photographs may be found on the Internet under 
http://lucashttp://lucashttp://lucashttp://lucas----filmfestival.de/presse/filmfestival.de/presse/filmfestival.de/presse/filmfestival.de/presse/     

Please take note of all and any copyright information given there. 
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